June 9 – June 15

The story of a mysterious connection drives this tender novel told in two voices.

Listen to a clip:
by A.J. Betts
Read by Kristin Condon and Nicholas Mondelli

June 16 – June 22

When 16-year-old Tariq Johnson dies from two gunshot wounds, his community is thrown into an uproar. Tariq was black. The shooter, Jack Franklin, is white.

Listen to a clip:
by Kekla Magoon
Read by a full cast

June 23 - June 29

What if you went to a school where it was actually all right to be who you really are? Gay kids and the straight kids all get along just fine, even if the road to true love is still a strange and winding path.

Listen to a clip:
by David Levithan
Read by Nicholas Robideau and a full cast

June 30 - July 6

In the small town of Ealing, Iowa, Austin and his best friend Robby have accidentally unleashed an unstoppable army of horny, hungry, six-foot-tall praying mantises that want to do only two things.

Listen to a clip:
by Michael Pollan
Read by MacLeod Andrews

July 7 - July 13

Only teens have survived a mysterious catastrophe in the first teen novel from acclaimed film producer, director, and screenwriter Chris Weitz.

Listen to a clip:
by Chris Weitz
Read by Spencer Locke and Jose Julian

In the small town of Ealing, Iowa, Austin and his best friend Robby have accidentally unleashed an unstoppable army of horny, hungry, six-foot-tall praying mantises that want to do only two things.

Listen to a clip:
by Andrew Smith
Read by Philip Church

An extraordinary account of Soviet composer Shostakovich and the symphony he wrote for his city in wartime.

Listen to a clip:
Written and Read by M. T. Anderson